Social common mole-rats enhance outbreeding via extra-pair mating
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Females in many species engage in matings with males that are not their social mates. These matings are predicted to increase offspring heterozygosity and fitness, and thereby prevent the deleterious effects of inbreeding. We tested this hypothesis in a cooperative breeding mammal, the common mole-rat Cryptomys hottentotus. Laboratory-based studies suggested a system of strict social monogamy, while recent molecular studies indicate extensive extra-pair paternity despite colonies being founded by an outbred pair. Our data show that extra-pair and within-colony breeding males differed significantly in relatedness to breeding females, suggesting that females may gain genetic benefits from breeding with non-resident males. Extra-colony male mating success was not based on heterozygosity criteria at microsatellite loci; however, litters sired by extra-colony males exhibited increased heterozygosity. While we do not have the data that refute a relationship between individual levels of inbreeding (Hs) and fitness, we propose that a combination of both male and female factors most likely explain the adaptive significance of extra-pair mating whereby common mole-rats maximize offspring fitness by detecting genetic compatibility with extra-pair mates at other key loci, but it is not known which sex controls these matings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

While evidence abounds demonstrating that females of many species produce young via extra-pair mates, the adaptive significance for this behaviour still remains unclear. A number of studies suggest that further to the acquisition of food resources, parental care and ‘good genes’, selection for extra-pair mates may primarily be driven by genetic compatibility and the costs of inbreeding (Tregenza & Weddell 2000; Griffith et al. 2002; Wolff & Macdonald 2004). Negative fitness consequences associated with inbreeding are well documented (Thornhill 1993; Coltman et al. 1998; Keller & Waller 2002; Bean et al. 2004) and evidence for individual levels of inbreeding as fitness predictors is accumulating (Hansson et al. 2001; Hansson & Westerberg 2002; Foerster et al. 2003). By mating with males that have dissimilar alleles, females increase levels of heterozygosity in their offspring; this may preclude the effects of deleterious alleles and probably increases heterozygosity at loci that enhance fitness, e.g. the major histocompatibility (MHC) gene complex (Petrie & Kempenaers 1998; Tregenza & Weddell 2000).

The common mole-rat (Cryptomys hottentotus) is widely distributed in South Africa, where colonies comprising two to fourteen individuals permanently occupy a discrete network of burrows, locating food as they blindly extend foraging tunnels (Spinks et al. 2000). Laboratory-based studies suggested that a system of strict social monogamy characterized the mating system of this species, and mark–recapture field studies confirmed that colonies were founded by unrelated pairs (Bennett 1989, 1992). Nevertheless, microsatellite data collected from our field study populations revealed unexpectedly high levels of paternity assigned to males that were not colony residents (extra-colony males, ECMs; Bishop et al. 2004). The common mole-rat is a cooperative breeder that lives in colonies characterized by a generally linear social hierarchy, where the breeding male is the most dominant individual (Bennett 1989). Therefore, why should females mate with males that do not contribute to the maintenance and provisioning of her resident colony? In many social species, constraints on mate choice may result in females paired with genetically similar males (Cohas et al. 2006). Subordinate common mole-rat females do not breed within their home colony. Instead, they appear to delay reproduction until such time that ecological conditions favour dispersal and independent reproduction (Spinks et al. 2000); this may result in social pairings between genetically suboptimal mates, which in turn may favour extra-pair matings.

In this study, we were interested in whether relatedness is an important factor influencing extra-pair mating patterns in the common mole-rat. If female mole-rats engage in extra-pair matings to enhance the fitness of their offspring, we can predict that (i) females would choose ECM that were less genetically similar than within-pair males, (ii) ECM would have higher levels of heterozygosity than within-pair males, and (iii) offspring sired by extra-pair males would have higher levels of heterozygosity than those sired by within-pair males. Because size is an important determinant of male social status, we also investigated whether any difference exists in the size of colony breeding males and those ECM that succeeded in gaining paternity. Resident breeding males within a colony are most probably the largest male or one of the largest males (Bishop et al. 2004); subordinate males, however, are fully reproductively functional and merely behaviourally quiescent (Spinks et al. 1997).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We studied 13 colonies of the common mole-rat at two sites representing the broad ecological range of the species. Individuals were live-trapped using modified Hickman traps from September 1992 to November 1996; all individuals were sexed, weighed and marked as part of long-term mark–recapture studies (detailed in Spinks et al. 2000). Seven microsatellite loci were used to
investigate paternity for a total of 73 offspring collected from the two study sites (detailed in Bishop et al. 2004); the loci had a combined exclusion probability of more than 0.95 and the mean probability of identity (PI0) for potential sires in the two populations was 2.1 × 10^{-6} (see electronic supplementary material). In contrast to the suggested mating system of strict monogamy, ECM were assigned paternity with high levels of confidence to approximately 30% of offspring at both sites (Bishop et al. 2004). In this study, we investigate measures of genetic similarity and heterozygosity between females and within-colony breeding males (WCMs), as well as ECMs to which paternity was assigned. WCMs were those males known to have sired young within their colony. As a measure of individual inbreeding, we calculated standardized heterozygosity (Hs proportion of heterozygous loci/mean heterozygosity of typed loci; Colman et al. 1999). Measures of relatedness (R) within and among colonies and between females and males were calculated using genotypic data from seven microsatellite loci in RELATENESS v. 5.0.8 (Queller & Goodnight 1989). Average relatedness among adult males and females in our study populations (expected R=0) was 0.03±0.0009 s.e.m. calculated by jackknifing; in a randomized sample of 100 litters, the average relatedness among full siblings (expected R=0.5) was 0.45±0.01. All test statistics were performed in STATISTICA v. 7.0 (StatSoft Inc.).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that common mole-rats enhance outbreeding by engaging in extra-colony matings. Females were generally less related to ECMs than to resident WCMs with whom they sired young (figure 1; WCMs, mean R to females ± s.e.m. = 0.17±0.06; ECMs, mean R = −0.05±0.06; one-tailed paired t-test, t = 2.19, d.f. = 17, p < 0.025). Furthermore, the mean difference in R between females and ECMs was found to be significantly greater than the observed differences in R within and among colonies of mole-rats (see electronic supplementary material; two-sample randomization test, p = 0.04), suggesting that extra-pair mating occurs non-randomly with respect to levels of non-kin relatedness. Overall however, females who mated with non-resident males were not more related to their colony breeding male compared with females whose litters were only sired by the colony male (mean R of females to colony males with extra-colony paternity ± s.e.m. = 0.22±0.08; mean R of females to colony males without extra-colony paternity ± s.e.m. = 0.15±0.07; t-test, t = 0.51, d.f. = 19, p = 0.61). This might be because a sample of individuals at any point in time will represent both established and recently founded colonies in which variation in turnover of reproductive females will influence opportunities for mating with ECMs. Reproductive tenure within colonies will provide some females greater opportunity to mate with ECMs, while females that had recently founded a colony would not necessarily engage in extra-pair matings immediately; unfortunately, it is not clear from our data whether older females with long-term reproductive tenure were more likely to engage in extra-colony paternity than young, recently dispersed and mated females.

Do females mate with ECM that are more heterozygous than their colony mates? Our results suggest that ECM mating success is not based on heterozygosity criteria at neutral loci, such as microsatellites. Overall, males that lost paternity to ECMs did not differ in heterozygosity from those that sired all their colony offspring (mean Hs ± s.e.m. of cuckoled males = 0.61±0.05, mean Hs of non-cuckoled males = 0.56±0.05; Mann–Whitney U-test, n = 12,19; U = 103, Z = 0.446, p = 0.65), and colony males did not differ in microsatellite heterozygosity compared with their cuckolders (mean Hs ± s.e.m. of WCMs = 0.62±0.04, mean Hs of ECMs = 0.61±0.03; Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test, n = 17, Z = 0.21, p = 0.83; figure 2a). Nevertheless, litters from extra-pair matings displayed increased levels of heterozygosity; mean Hs for litters sired by ECMs was significantly greater than for those sired by WCMs (mean Hs ± s.e.m. of ECM litters = 0.65±0.03, mean Hs of WCM litters = 0.55±0.02; one-tailed t-test, t = −2.03, d.f. = 35, p = 0.025). As a result, female mole-rats appear to maximize offspring heterozygosity by mating with genetically unrelated males rather than heterozygous males. At present, we do not have data that associate microsatellite heterozygosity in mole-rats with measures of individual fitness, but we cannot exclude the possibility that females seek increased variation and/or compatibility at additional paternal loci known to influence fitness, and measures of R may reflect differences between males at various important loci under moderate or strong selection (Reed & Franklin 2001).

Finally, dominant males are generally the largest individuals within colonies and are thought more likely to gain access to oestrous females than smaller subordinate males (Bennett 1992). However, our data suggest that WCMs appear to be cuckolded time and again by generally smaller, foreign males (mean WCM weight ± s.e.m. = 87.7 g±2.7, mean ECM weight = 72.2 g±3.3; Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test, n = 18, Z = 2.59, p = 0.009; figure 2b). We believe that this is unlikely to be associated with female choice for size; mole-rats have highly reduced eyes and spend much of their lives within their subterranean burrow systems. They do not use visual cues to determine whether individuals are foreign or conspecifics; instead, they rely on colony odour to identify colony members (Spinke et al. 1998). Thus, a more probable explanation is that breeding females simply have a greater chance of encountering subordinate males from foreign colonies; subordinate males work harder, foraging and extending the tunnel system, and are more likely to disperse than established breeding males or indeed breeding females, and these factors may in turn
lead to increased encounters with foreign oestrous females. Undoubtedly though, both dominant and subordinate ECMs increase their reproductive fitness by successfully siring offspring in colonies to whose maintenance they do not contribute.

In summary, our results suggest that female common mole-rats enhance outbreeding by mating with non-resident males that are less related to themselves than their social mate. While this behaviour leads to increased offspring heterozygosity, male reproductive success does not appear to be dependent on individual heterozygosity at microsatellite loci. We propose that both males and females maximize offspring fitness by detecting genetic compatibility with extra-pair mates at additional key loci. Given the life history, ecology and reproductive physiology of the species, we can reject a number of alternative hypotheses explaining the adaptive value of extra-pair mating behaviour (reviewed in Wolf & Macdonald 2004). Detecting genetic compatibility requires a mechanism to determine the degree to which extra-pair mates differ from their colony mates. In the absence of visual cues, mole-rats appear to be an excellent model to test whether odour signatures indicate compatibility between males and females at loci, such as the MHC.
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